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The main purpose of this note is to prove the following result. Let 
G be a subgroup of GL(n, C). Form the graded algebra A = A(G) = 
(S@“Oc End, A C”)‘, where SC” and A @” are the symmetric and 
exterior algebras of C”, the superscript G refers to the G-invariants for the 
obvious action, and the grading comes from that of SC”. 
(0.1) THEOREM. A is a Koszul algebra of global dimension  if G is one 
of the following groups: GL(n), SL(n), O(n), SO(n), U(n/2)--C” being 
identified with C OR C”12, with, of course, n even-the diagonal group, and its 
intersection with SL(n). 
The notion of a Koszul algebra is recalled in Section 1. The cases of 
O(n), SO(n), and U(n/2) are dealt with in [S, 91. For these groups A and 
its quadratic dual have an interesting interpretation in terms of the 
representation theory of Spin(n, 1) and SU(n, 1). Moreover A appears in a 
natural way in differential geometry. In the orthogonal (resp. unitary) case 
A is the universal algebra of invariant differential operators acting on 
differential forms on a riemannian (resp. kahlerian) manifold, and was 
implicitly presented in [16] (resp. [17]). This aspect is developed in [9]. 
The last section is dedicated to the proof of the following fact. Suppose 
G is an arbitrary subgroup of GL(n, C), and let A = Oka0 Ak denote the 
grading of A = (Xn@ End A C”)‘. Here and in the sequel @ = @Jc, 
End = End,, and Horn = Horn,. Also let d(A) and d(A, A’) be, 
respectively, the (absolute) global dimension of A and the A’-relative 
global dimension of A in the sense of [lo] (see Sect. 1). 
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(0.2) THEOREM. (a) d(A, A’) 2 n and d(A) b n. 
(b) If there is a gEG such that the set {log ljll ( 2 eigenualue ofg} is 
linearly independent over the rationals, then d(A, A’) = n. (The eigenualues 
are counted without multiplicity. Example: if v F-+ 2v is in G, then 
d(A, A’) = n.) 
1. REMINDERS 
Relative Ext and Global Dimension. Let A be an algebra and let A0 be a 
subalgebra. A sequence fk: V, + V, + 1, k E Z, of (left) A-module 
homomorphisms is allowable if it is exact and A’-split, meaning that 
Imf,=Kerf,+, admits some A’-invariant linear complement in I’, + r. 
An A-module P is (A, A’)-projectioe if the functor Hom,(P, -) maps 
allowable sequences to exact sequences. An allowable sequence .. . -+ P, + 
P, + PO --D V is an (A, A’)-projective resolution of I/ if each Pk is (A, A’)- 
projective. (Here and in the sequel X + Y and XH Y mean, respectively, 
that 0 + X + Y and X+ Y + 0 are exact.) Such resolutions always exist. 
Let V and W be A-modules, and pick some (A, A’)-projective resolution 
P, - K The cohomology vector space HP(Hom,4(P,, W)) does not 
depend on the choice of P,, and is denoted Ext&a( V, W). Note 
Ext:,,o = Horn,. The A’-relative global dimension d(A, A’) of A is the 
(possibly infinite) supremum of {p 1 Ext;,J V, W) #O for some I’, 
WE A-mod}. (For more details, see [lo].) These cohomology groups have 
a nice interpretation due to Yoneda. Let I’,=+ V, -+ . . . + V, + VP+ 1 and 
Wo* w,+ ‘.’ -+ w, --> w,,, be allowable sequences of A-modules 
(with p 2 1). Say that a cochain map (cp, : Vi -+ Wi) from the first sequence 
into the second one is a morphism if ‘p. and ‘pp + I are identity maps (so 
Wj = Vj for j = 0, p + 1). One can show that the collection of all such 
sequences, with V, and V,, 1 fixed, modulo the equivalence relation 
generated by morphisms, is naturally isomorphic to Ext$J V, + 1, V,). 
There is a canonical map Ext: AO( Y, Z)@Ext;,.o(X, Y) -+ Extz::(X, Z) 
defined, for p, q B 1, by “splicing’ allowable sequences in the obvious way 
(for p or q = 0 the definition is slightly more complicated). This operation, 
called cup product, turns Ext A,A~( V, V) into a graded algebra. If A0 is semi- 
simple it can (and will) be suppressed from the notation, and the qualifier 
“relative” is replaced by that of “absolute,” or even dropped. (See [ 13, 
Chap. III] for more details.) 
Koszul Algebras. Let A0 be a finite dimensional semisimple algebra, 
and let V be a finite dimensional A’-bimodule. Set ToA = A’, TkV= 
V@,/$. . . @A0 V (k factors), and let TV = @k)O TkV be the tensor algebra. 
Pick some A’-bimodule WC T’V. For any subset X of any algebra, let 
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(X) denote the two-sided ideal generated by X. Form the graded algebra 
A = TV/( W). Then A is, by definition, a quadratic algebra. The linear dual 
V* = Hom( V, C) has an obvious A’-bimodule structure. The quadratic 
&aZofA is thealgebra A!=TV*/(W’), where WLcT2V*z(T2V)* is 
the orthogonal of W. 
(1.1) THEOREM [2, 31. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) there is a graded resolution . . . -+ PI -+ PO -+ A ‘, where P, is a 
graded projective module generated by degree k homogeneous elements; 
(b) A! z Ext,(A’, A’). 
If A sufisfies (a) and (b), so does A!. 
The algebra A is called Koszul if these conditions hold. In all the 
examples considered here the verification of (a) is very easy, and left to the 
reader. It is convenient to introduce the following incarnation of the tensor 
algebra of a bimodule. Let Q be an oriented graph with set of vertices Q” 
and set of arrows Q ‘. More generally denote by Qk, k = 0, 1, . . . . the set of 
paths of length k in Q defined in the obvious way, and view Q as the 
(disjoint) union of all Qk. After [7], say that Q is a quiver if Q” and Q’ 
(and, hence, all the Qk) are finite. For any set X let CX be the free complex 
vector space over X. Then the composition of paths turns CQ = @ @Qk 
into a graded algebra (the product of noncomposable paths is zero, and yx 
shall mean “y following x”). Clearly CQ is just the tensor algebra of CQ’ 
over CQ’. In other words CQ is the universal algebra generated by 
Q” u Q’ subject to the relations 1 = CveQo v, VW = 6,,,v (Kronecker 6) for 
all v, w E Q”, and a = wuu whenever a is an arrow from v to w. The 
following notational conventions will be handy. For each vertex DE Q” 
denote by e, (instead of just v) the corresponding element of CQ. Those are 
precisely the minimal idempotents of CQ. Often distinct arrows will be 
abusively denoted by the same letter as in the following example: 
This is just a shortcut to indicate, in this case, that the sum (in CQ) of the 
upper arrow and the lower arrow is denoted u. Then the upper arrow, for 
instance, can be expressed as e2u, ue, , or e,ue, . The dual tensor algebra 
is just @Q*; where Q* denotes the dual quiver, that is, the quiver obtained 
from Q by reversing all arrows. 
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2. SOME GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT GRADED ALGEBRAS 
Let A be such an algebra, let A-mod be the category of all left 
A-modules, and write, as usual, Horn, for Horn in A-mod. If Y and 
W are graded (left) A-modules, then End, I/ and End, W are graded 
algebras, and Hom,( V, W) is a graded (End, W, End, I’)-bimodule. The 
homogeneous elements of degree 0 in Hom,( V, W) are, by definition, the 
morphisms in the category A-grmod of graded A-modules. Moreover, if V 
is some fixed graded A-module, then Hom,( I’, -) can be viewed as a 
functor from A-grmod to B-grmod, where B= (End, V)“P, the algebra 
opposite to End, I’. Say that two graded algebras A and B are graded 
Morita equivalent if A-grmod is equivalent to B-grmod. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let A be a quadratic algebra and let eE A0 be an 
idempotent. Set B = (eAe)OP and F = Horn, (Ae, -): A-grmod + B-grmod. 
Then B is quadratic and B! is opposite to eA!e. IA in addition, Af embeds in 
Ae whenever f is a minimal idempotent of A’, then F is an equivalence, In 
that case A is Koszul tf and only if B is Koszul. Any equivalence between 
categories of graded modules is obtained by composing equivalences of the 
above form and their inverses. 
Note that if e satisfies the above condition, then Hom,(Ae, -): A-mod -+ 
B-mod is an equivalence. 
Proof Combine the following facts. Morita theory (see, for instance, 
[ 1, Chap. II, Sects. 3,4]) can be easily adapted to the graded context. Any 
projective graded A-module is a direct sum of modules of the form Ae, 
where e is an idempotent in A’, with the standard grading of Ae being 
possibly shifted (see [6, Cor. 6 and Prop. 143). The functor XweXe from 
the category of A’-bimodules into itself is compatible with linear duality 
and tensor products over A0 and eA”e. 1 
Return to the setting of (0.1). Note that C” is G-semisimple, and, by [ 11, 
p. 1111, so is A C”. Therefore A0 is a semisimple algebra. Suppose 
Vc A @” is a G-invariant subspace that meets all isotypic components, and 
set B= (S@“@End V)“. In view of (2.1) it suffices to show that B is a 
Koszul algebra of global dimension n. 
(2.2) THEOREM [6; 15, Sect. D.VII.91. The nonnegative integers p such 
that Ext$(B’, B”) # 0 form an interval whose supremum is d(B), the global 
dimension of B. 
Therefore it is enough to show 
(2.3) B is a Koszul, B!” # 0, B!“+ 1 = 0. 
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3. THE CASE G = Z(n) 
One can choose V= @,, <+ 1 A” C”. Let Q be the quiver 
0 & 1 & ... An-2 An-1 
T h 
The following notation will be in force for the rest of this paper. Let (xi} 
be the standard basis of C’, let {xi} be the dual basis, let E; (resp. ii) be 
the exterior (resp. interior) product by xi (resp. xi), and let rep: 
Acn -+ R C” be the natural projection. Also define ai, dig SC”@ 
End/\@” by dj = x,@z’ and 6, = ai (1 @&,...a,) = (-l)‘+‘xi@ 
El ...&i...~,nO. Finally set a=Cai and S=CSi. Now define cp:@Q-+B 
by ‘pep = rep for p = 0, . . . . n - 1, cpa = 8, and cpb = 6. Recall that, if S is a sub- 
set of some algebra, then (S) denotes the two-sided ideal generated by S. 
Statement (2.3) for ,X(n) will follow immediately from 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. cp induces an isomorphism B g CQ/(a”, ab). 
Proof: It is clear that cp is injective. Therefore it suffices to check that 
the dimension of e,Bkepg (SkC”@Hom(R C”, A4 Cn))” is the one 
predicted by the theorem. Equip the algebra il = A(C”@ (a=“)*) with its 
usual bigrading /1= @,4P,Y. Note /19,p g Hom(Ap C”, A“ C”) as G-modules. 
Define LE Endcn by Let = C xi A X’ A ~1, and set Pysp = {XE nyxp I 
L”-PPYflx=O). 
By [17, Cor., p. 28, Thm. 1.31, one has Aq%pz @O,p+ypnGrCp,y PY--r,p-mr, 
as G-modules. Let 0 6 p, q < n - 1, set Sk = Sk@“, and note the 
isomorphisms e,,Bkep E Sk@A4yP z Hom,(nP’4, Sk) z @,p+4--n~r~p,4 
Homc(PP-r,4-rr, Sk). In view of [ 12, 4.b], each Pqsp is a simple G-module. 
As pointed out by the referee, the simplicity of Sk is a very particular case 
of [ 12, Thm. 81. Let h be the Cartan subalgebra of all diagonal matrices 
in g = sl(n, C), and let wi, . . . . o,- i be the fundamental weights, labelled as 
in [S, Sect. VIII.l3.IV]. For each dominant weight 2, let X(n) be “the” 
simple g-module with highest weight A. One easily checks Ppvy z 
X(w, + w,_~) with the convention w0 = 0= o,,, and Sk zX(ko,). This 
yields 
e4 Bkep z 0 HomG(.Jf(~p-r+~n-,+r)~ X(kw)). 
O,P+q~n<r<p,l? 
In other words dim e,Bkep is the number of those integers r such that 
kol=up-,+co,-q+r and 0, p+q-ndrdp, q. The conclusion follows 
easily from this observation. 1 
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4. THE CASE G=GL(n) 
Let Q be the quiver 
0 .u 12- . . . &n-l g-n, 
and define cp :CQ + A by ‘pe, = rcP for p = 0, . . . . n, and cpa = a. Again (2.3 ) 
for GL(n) will follow immediately in this case from 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. cp induces an isomorphism A z CQ/(a’). 
Proof. Set A = SC” @ End A C”, so A = A G = ASLCn) n AZ, where 
2~ @” is the center of G. By the proof of (3.1), the algebra ASLCn) admits 
the @-basis {rcO, ,.., rr,, arc,, . . . . arc,, E, . . . E,, I’ . . . P, S}. All those are 
Z-eigenvectors, and the eigenvalues are nontrivial precisely for the last 
three elements. 1 
5. THE CASE OF THE FULL DIAGONAL GROUP 
One has V = A C”, so B = A. Let Q be the following quiver. The vertices 
are the subsets of N= { 1,2, . . . . n}. If TC N is obtained from SC N by 
deleting the element i E N, then there is an arrow from ai,s: S --, T. There 
are no other arrows. Form the element ai= Es aLsE CQ. Let xi and aj be 
defined as in Section 3, and, for S = { i( 1) < < i(s)} c N, define xs by 
xs = x,(i) A . . . A xiCs). Let 7~~: A 43” + Cx, be the natural projection. 
Define cp: @Q + A by cpe, = ns and cpa, = a,. Statement (2.3) will follow in 
this case from 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. cp induces an isomorphism A E @Q/( { a,a, + aiai 1 
i, j E N} ). Moreover A is a selfdual Koszul algebra of global dimension n. 
The proof below was suggested by the referee. Let, temporarily, A and 
B be any quadratic algebras as in Section 1, and denote by A 6 B their 
graded tensor product. 
(5.2) LEMMA. (A @ B)! E A! 0 B!. Moreover, if A and B are Koszul, so 
is A@B. 
Proof: Let R(A) c A ’ @A ’ be the A’-subbimodule defining A, and let 
[A’, B’]c(A@B)‘@(A@B)’ be the (A”@Bo)-subbimodule generated 
by {a @ b - b @ a ( a E A’, b E B’ >. Then, as observed by [ 14, 2.31, one has, 
with obvious notation, R( A 0 B) = R(A) 0 R(B) 0 [A I, B’ 1. This proves 
the first assertion. Now suppose A and B are Koszul. Let P, --D A0 and 
Q, + B” be projective resolutions as in (1.1)(a). The total complex of the 
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double complex P, @ Q, gives the desired projective resolution of A0 Q B”. 
Indeed, the exactness is a very particular case of the spectral sequence in 
[4, 14.141, whose E, term is already 0, or it can be checked directly. The 
other properties are obvious. m 
Proof of (5.1). Let A be as in (5.1) again, and denote it by A,, to 
emphasize the dependence on n. The obvious relation A, z A L @ . . . &I A,, 
n factors, coupled with the case n = 1, which is readily verified, implies that 
cp is indeed an isomorphism, and also, in view of (5.2), that A is Koszul 
and A!zA,@ ... @Al, n factors. The latter algebra is clearly isomorphic 
to A = CQ/( {~,a,-aiai 1 i,jEN}). Therefore it suffices to prove Ar.4. 
To do this, one easily checks that, if one denotes by txi E A the image of ai 
and one sets n(i, S) = 1 {k E S / k < i} 1, where JTJ stands for the cardinality 
of any set T, then din, w ( - 1) “‘i.S’aie, extends to an isomorphism from A 
onto A. 1 
The following observation will be useful. Let S be contained in N and let 
W be “the” simple A-module characterized by Ak W= 0 for k b 1 and 
e,W=W. Puts=Its andP,=@,.,=._,Ae,. 
(5.3) LEMMA. The complex (r(8): Pk + Pk ~, 1 1 6 k d s}, where r(a) is 
the right multiplication by d, is a projective resolution of W. 
Proof: The statement is easily reduced to the case S= N. The latter will 
follow from (7.1) and (7.3). 1 
6. THE CASE OF THE SPECIAL DIAGONAL GROUP 
Suppose G = { gE Z(n) ) g diagonal}. Then one can set V = 
@,< n _ r /,” C”. Let Q’ be the quiver obtained from the quiver Q of 
Section 5 by deleting the vertex N = { 1, 2 . . . . rr} and adding, for each iE N, 
an arrow bi : fa + N\ {i}, where 0 is the empty set. Define cp: CQ’ + B by 
cpe, = rcs, qa,, = ainns, and cpb, = Ji. Put aj = Cscas u~,~. 
(6.1) PROPOSITION. (a) cp induces an isomorphism 
Br@Q’/({~,a,+~~a,~ i, jEN}u {a,bj+a,b, 1 i, jeN)). 
(b) B is a Koszul algebra of global dimension . 
Set z=(S@“)G and H= {hESCn) a/ax,...a/ax,h=O}. 
(6.2) LEMMA. (a) Z=@[x,...x~] and SC”=Z@H; in particular BE 
I@ (HO End V)“. 
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(b) dim{h E H Igh = X(g)h Vg E G> = 1 for all holomorphic 
homomorphisms x : G + C x. 1 
Let U be the right-hand side of the isomorphism claimed in (6.1)(a). It 
is clear that cp factors through U. Let S be contained in N with s = ISI, and 
let A be the algebra that was denoted A in Section 5. By combining (6.2) 
with the results in Section 5, one checks 
(6.3) LEMMA. (a) Up+yn+seS G UPe4 0 U”e+ Q ... @ Ui’“e, @I Use, 
(4 factors), 
(b) dim U”e,, = 1 = dim Uses, 
(c) Uke,g Ake, for k<s, 
(d) Uke,rAke,for ldkdn. 
The isomorphisms in (c) and (d) are isomorphisms of left U’-modules and 
G-modules. 1 
Proof of (6.1). It is not hard to conclude from this that cp is indeed an 
isomorphism. Thus one is left with proving that B is a Koszul algebra of 
global dimension n. Let W be “the” simple B-module characterized by 
BkW=O for k>l and e,W= W. If S#@, put Pk=@lT1=,YPk Be, for 
k <s, and let r(8): Pk + P, _ 1 be the right multiplication by 8. If S = 121, set 
P,=Be,, Pk= Q,rl=nPk Be, for 1 <k<n, and define r(6): P, -+ P, and 
r(a): pk --) pk - 1 for k 3 2 as before. Using (5.3) and (6.3) it is easy to verify 
that P, is a projective resolution of W. a 
7. hOOF OF (0.2) 
The inequality d(A, A “) 6 n has been derived from the assumption of (b) 
in [8, Sect. 1.43. Therefore it is enough to prove (a). To do this consider 
the Koszul resolution. More precisely, set C, = SC” 0 Ap @” and C = 
0, C,. Then C, = S@” and A = Endse”,G C. Let ep E A be the projection 
onto C,, and let d = C, ep _ i &, be the usual boundary operator. 
(7.1) LEMMA. A has a natural anti-automorphism which maps ep to enep 
and epp ,ae, to fe,-,- ,ae,_,. 
Proof. First remember the classical and obvious fact that the map 
@” + C”, u ++ -u, extends uniquely to an anti-automorphism of SC”. 
There is a unique anti-automorphism a I+ a’ of End A @” which satisfies 
e,(ax A y) = e,(x A a’y) for all x, y E A C”. These two anti-automorphisms 
give rise to one of SC” @ End A @” which preserves A = 
(Se” 0 End A UZn)G, and has the desired properties. 1 
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Let S be the graded algebra obtained by equipping S@“@CG with the 
multiplication (s 0 g)( t 0 h) = s( gt) @ gh and the grading coming from 
the first factor. In particular So= @G, and C, can be identified with the 
S-module S 09 A JJ CG”. Then A = End, C. Since So@” = C there is a natural 
projection Co - @. 
(7.2) PROPOSITION. The complex {a: C, -+ C,- , 1 p = 1, . . . . n}, together 
with the above augmentation Co --> @, is an (S, So)-projective resolution of 
the trivial S-module C. 
Proof: The fact that C, is (S, So)-projective follows from [lo, 
Lemma I]. The sequence is exact because it reduces to the usual Koszul 
complex when restricted to S@” c S. Finally, to prove that Im 8 has a 
complement which is G-invariant, it surely suffices to find one which is 
GL(n, C)-invariant, and the existence of the latter is assured by Weyl’s 
Theorem. 1 
(7.3) PROPOSITION. The sequence of right A-modules obtained by 
applying the finctor F= Hom,(C, -) to the above resolution provides an 
(A, A’)-projective resolution of the module Fc. This resolution is also 
A-projective. 
ProoJ The argument is formal. The equality FC, = e,A implies that 
FC, is A-projective (and, a fortiori, (A, A’)-projective). Since C is (S, So)- 
projective by (7.2) and C, --D @ is exact, the sequence FC, -> Fc is also 
exact. To see that it is A’-split, write A for A C”, and, using the previous 
proposition, pick some SO-invariant complement VP of X,, I in C,. Then 
one has the following isomorphisms of So-modules: 
FC, = Hom,(C, C,) g Hom,(S@,o A, C,) z Hom,o(A, C,) 
2 Hom.dA\, aC,+ A 0 Hom.dA, VP) 
zHom,(C, aC,+,)@Hom.&A, V,)rF(dC,+,)OHom,o(/\, VP) 
2 F(a)(FCp + 1 ) 0 How(A\, VP) 
(the last isomorphism follows from the exactness of F). 1 
In the rest of this note all A-modules and A’-modules will be right 
modules and all A’-modules will be freely viewed as A-modules on which 
A’ acts by 0 for k > 1. The geometric meaning of F@ is clear in view of the 
isomorphisms Fee, z e,A’e, z Hom,(Ap Q=“, UZ) = (A” cn)*‘. Also note 
FC, z e,A. For any A-module V, denote by HP( V) the p-cohomology of 
the cochain complex Hom,(e,A, V). By (7.3) this vector space could also 
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be denoted indifferently by Ext;(FC, V) or Extf;,,o(Fd=, V). Theorem (0.2) 
will follow from (c) below. 
(7.4) PROPOSITION. (a) HP(e,Ao)~e,Aoe,~Hom,(l\P@“, AyC’), 
(b) H”(e,A) = (/j4@“)*“, 
(c) H”(e,A) = @, 
(d) HJ’(e,A) = 0 for p # n. 
Proof. For any A-module V such that I/Ak =0 for k> 1, one 
has HP(V) g HomAO(epAo, V). Setting V= e,A” yields HP(e,Ao) E 
Hom,(e,A’, e,A)re,A’e,. This proves (a). To prove (b), (c), and (d), 
view e,Ae, and e, Ae, as complexes in which the differentials are right and 
left multiplication by 8. Then taking the anti-automorphism (7.1) into 
account, one has 
HP(e,A)=HP(Hom,(e,A, e,A))~HP(e,Ae,)~~H,~,(e,Ae,) 
z H,-,Wom,(C,, C.1) g Hom,(C,, ff,-,(C.)) 
2 HOm,(/j’ @“, H,-,(c,)). 1 
Note that FC is its own cohomology: HP(X) = F@e,. Moreover the 
graded algebra structures defined on F@ by its isomorphisms to A(@“)*” 
and to Ext,(F@, FC) coincide. 
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